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INTRODUCTION

During the last 5 to 7 years, the advantages of diagnostic
molecular techniques have been so widely publicized that in-
creasing pressure has been placed on clinical microbiology
laboratories to apply them for the detection of a wide variety of
infectious agents, especially since test kits for some applica-
tions are being made commercially available. In this paper, we
review the efficiency and practicability of nucleic acid amplifi-
cation techniques for the diagnosis of respiratory tract infec-
tions.
Before introducing molecular techniques in the diagnostic

laboratory, several strategic questions must be addressed:
which organisms should be targeted; which clinical specimens
should be tested; and do these molecular tests fulfill the re-
quired criteria of high sensitivity and specificity, speed, sim-
plicity, and clinical relevance? In general, molecular diagnostic
techniques are indicated (i) for the detection of organisms that
cannot be grown in vitro or for which current culture tech-
niques are too insensitive, or (ii) for the detection of organisms
requiring complex media or cell cultures and/or prolonged
incubation times. For respiratory infections, the following or-
ganisms meet the criteria described above: rhinoviruses, coro-
naviruses, hantaviruses, Bordetella pertussis, Legionella species,
Coxiella burnetii, Chlamydia trachomatis, Chlamydia psittaci,
Chlamydia pneumoniae, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Mycobacte-
rium tuberculosis, fungi, and Pneumocystis carinii.

This review concentrates on those respiratory agents for
which considerable numbers of clinical specimens have been
examined. Studies concerning the development of tests for the
corresponding pathogens are not considered. Respiratory dis-
ease due to cytomegalovirus is not discussed because it does
not result from an airborne infection but most frequently from
a reactivation of a latent infection in relation to an immuno-
suppressive state, in which the interpretation of the virological
investigations poses particular problems.
The basic principle of any molecular diagnostic test is the

detection of a specific nucleic acid sequence by hybridization to
a complementary sequence, a probe, followed by detection of
the hybrid (21). However, the sensitivity of nucleic acid probe
tests that do not involve amplification is lower than that of
classical diagnostic tests (191). This lack of sensitivity applies
to the detection of respiratory pathogens including rhinovi-
ruses (3, 16), M. pneumoniae (71, 102, 103, 176), C. pneu-
moniae (19), and M. tuberculosis (150). The main use of the
nonamplification probe procedure is in the identification
rather than the detection of microorganisms (32, 45).
Thereupon, techniques have been developed to amplify the

target nucleic acid or the probe. Any stretch of nucleic acid can
be copied by using DNA polymerase, provided that some se-
quence data are known to allow the design of appropriate
primers. DNA replication was made possible in 1958, when
Kornberg discovered the DNA polymerase (106). For many
years, one of the main applications of this discovery was in the
DNA-sequencing procedure of Sanger et al. (166). In 1986,
Mullis et al. (132) introduced a reiterative process, PCR, which
leads to an exponential increase in the production of the nu-
cleic acid. In view of the immense number of possible appli-
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cations in the most diverse fields, commercial interest was
immediately awakened. Alternative nucleic acid amplification
techniques were developed and patented, using different en-
zymes and strategies, but they are all based on reiterative
reactions (29, 60, 110, 115, 216).
Nucleic acid amplification techniques can be classified by

several criteria. Conceptually, there are those in which the
target nucleic acid is amplified and those in which the probe is
multiplied (21, 215); from a practical point of view, there are
the in-house-developed applications and the commercially
available tests. Target nucleic acid amplification techniques
include PCR, the strand displacement amplification, and the
isothermal RNA self-sustaining sequence replication reaction,
from which the commercialized nucleic acid sequence-based
amplification (NASBA) and the transcription-mediated ampli-
fication (TMA) are derived. The ligase chain reaction (LCR),
in the so-called gapped LCR format, is a combination of target
and probe amplification. The Qb replicase amplification
(QbRA) involves probe amplification only.
PCR (132) consists of a number of temperature cycles, each

cycle consisting of two or three temperature steps: denatur-
ation to ensure the separation of the target DNA duplexes,
annealing to allow added synthetic oligonucleotide primers to
hybridize to the DNA target, and extension to allow the added
DNA polymerase to synthesize complementary DNA strands.
In some protocols, annealing and extension occur at the same
temperature. After a series of these temperature cycles, the
specific PCR product or amplicon, consisting of the two prim-
ers bridged by the intervening nucleotide sequence, accumu-
lates. Modifications of the basic procedure are nested PCR
(149), multiplex PCR (25), and reverse transcriptase (RT)
PCR (149).
In a nested PCR (149), a second round of amplification is

performed, using the amplicon of the first round as a target
and a pair of primers complementary to sequences within this
amplicon, the amplicon of the second reaction being shorter
than that of the first. The advantage of nested PCR is increased
sensitivity, but this is achieved at the cost of a high risk of
cross-contamination, since the tubes containing amplicons
have to be opened after the first stage to add new reagents for
the second stage. It also increases the specificity of the reac-
tion, since the internal primers anneal only if the amplicon has
the corresponding, expected, sequence.
In a multiplex PCR (25) several independent amplifications

are carried out simultaneously in one tube with a mixture of
primers. However, since the annealing temperatures for the
respective primer pairs are not necessarily identical, problems
of specificity of the individual reactions may result.
In an RT-PCR (149), an RNA target, usually viral RNA, is

first transcribed into complementary DNA, enabling the PCR
to proceed.
The TMA and NASBA (29, 60) amplify RNA via the simul-

taneous action of three enzymes: an RT (which also has poly-
merase activity), an RNase, and an RNA polymerase. The
synthesis of cDNA is primed by specially designed oligonucle-
otide primers, one end of which is a target-specific sequence,
while the other end contains a promoter for the RNA poly-
merase. The RT synthesizes an RNA-DNA hybrid, the RNase
digests the RNA component, and the RT synthesizes double-
stranded DNA; finally, the RNA polymerase produces numer-
ous RNA copies.
In the LCR (216), after heat denaturation of the double-

stranded DNA, two pairs of primers anneal to each strand of
the target. A DNA ligase joins the primers, and the ligation
product is released by heating and serves as template for new
ligations. In the gapped LCR (110), a gap of 1 to 3 bases is left

between the primers and is filled in by the action of added
DNA polymerase, before the primers are covalently linked by
a ligase. In subsequent cycles, the ligated primers act as targets
for further annealing and ligation.
In the QbRA (115), a specifically synthesized RNA probe is

used. It contains a sequence specific for a target, either DNA
or RNA, a sequence to enable the capture of the probe-tem-
plate hybrids, and a sequence recognized by the Qb replicase
enzyme to start replication. After annealing of the probe to the
target, the hybrids are captured, and the probe is removed
enzymatically and amplified by the Qb replicase. This tech-
nique is still largely in the developmental stage, the main dif-
ficulty being the separation of nonhybridized from hybridized
probe before amplification.
Each of the amplification techniques is composed of three

parts: sample preparation, amplification, and product detec-
tion. The sample preparation step involves primarily the liber-
ation and concentration of the target nucleic acid and the
elimination of amplification inhibitors. A great diversity of
sample preparation procedures has been described, particu-
larly for PCR. Inhibitors occur frequently and may be difficult
to eliminate: heme compounds (79) and polysaccharides in
sputum (109), as well as some reagents (67) and components of
swabs (207).
The amplification step should aim at maximum sensitivity

and specificity through judicious choice of the primers and
optimal temperatures when thermocyling is involved, offer
maximum protection against contamination, and include
proper positive and negative controls. The purpose of the
positive control is to monitor the amplification process, partic-
ularly to detect inhibitors of the reaction. Concomitant ampli-
fication of human b-globin has been used frequently for this
purpose. At the same time, it determines the presence of host
cell material, which is particularly useful after elaborate sam-
ple preparation procedures. However, it requires the introduc-
tion of specific primers into the reaction, resulting in a multi-
plex PCR. To avoid this problem, a PCR for the globin is
sometimes performed in a separate tube, but the optimal cy-
cling temperatures for this internal control may differ from
those required for the principal reaction. Therefore, specific,
positive internal controls are preferred. These are modified
amplicons that have been made shorter or longer and are
added to each reaction tube. Their ends are identical to those
of the target, and therefore they are amplified by the same
reagents as the real target, but they are easily differentiated
from it by being shorter or longer (6, 38, 44, 64, 96, 105, 137,
148, 151, 167, 188, 197, 198). By adding specific positive inter-
nal controls to the samples at the very start of the process, the
efficacy of the sample preparation procedure can be assessed.
Moreover, the addition of specific internal controls avoids the
use of reference organisms or their nucleic acid as positive,
external controls, thus eliminating an important possible
source of contamination. The addition of a limited amount of
internal control should not significantly reduce the sensitivity
of the procedure, and it offers greater advantages than disad-
vantages (198). Internal controls allow also the quantitation of
the reaction (96).
Negative controls are target-free samples, usually distilled

water, which are subjected to the same manipulations as the
test samples. Their purpose is to detect contaminations be-
tween reaction tubes. Indeed, after numerous exponential nu-
cleic acid amplifications, there are ample sources of cross-
contamination in the laboratory. The greater the number of
manipulations, the greater the risk of cross-contamination
among the specimens, especially if multiple centrifugations are
required. Appropriate measures should be taken to avoid con-
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tamination. These measures include the use of three different
rooms with restricted access for each of the reaction steps, the
use of appropriate pipette tips, and cleaning of the area by UV
irradiation, or the use in the PCR of dUTP instead of dTTP,
allowing disintegration of unwanted, possibly contaminating,
amplicons by uracil-N9-glycosylase (177).
Because of the exquisite sensitivity of nucleic acid amplifi-

cation tests, there should be a constant awareness of the pos-
sibility of false-positive results. These not only are due to
cross-contaminations in the laboratory but also may result
from contaminations during sampling, particularly when or-
ganisms, such as fungi or legionellas present in the environ-
ment, are studied. Samples from treated patients may remain
positive for prolonged periods (39, 63, 75). For all these rea-
sons, confirmation of the existence of some microorganisms in
subclinical infections or a carrier state becomes difficult.
In the PCR and the LCR, the amplicons can be detected by

gel electrophoresis, followed or not by solid- or liquid-phase
hybridization with a specific probe, by fluorescence (88), or by
an enzyme immunoassay (EIA) reaction. Hybridization can
increase the sensitivity of the detection 10- or 100-fold. The
amplicons of NASBA and TMA are detected by hybridization
or by a commercial luminescence reaction (41), and those of
the QbRA can be detected by an incorporated fluorescent dye.
At present, PCR is undoubtedly the most widely used am-

plification technique, probably because it was the first one
described and was introduced rapidly in innumerable labora-
tories for a wide variety of applications. Commercial formats of
PCR (Roche), TMA (MTDT, GenProbe), NASBA (Organon
Teknika), and LCR (Abbott) have been developed, particu-
larly for infectious agents for which large numbers of clinical
specimens are tested: sexually transmitted agents (Neisseria
gonorrhoeae, C. trachomatis, human immunodeficiency virus-
es), hepatitis C virus, andM. tuberculosis. In these formats, the
amplicon is detected either by a semiautomated EIA reaction
(Roche) or by an electrochemiluminescence procedure or a
hybridization reaction (Organon Teknika), or it is coupled to
an existing acridinium ester luminescent nucleic acid probe
technique (GenProbe) or a previously developed, automated
EIA technique (Abbott).
In-house tests are more versatile and can easily be applied to

any target by switching to the appropriate primers and, if
necessary, adapting the cycling temperatures accordingly.

MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES FOR ACUTE
RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS

Viruses

Table 1 illustrates the present situation for the diagnosis of
adenovirus, influenza virus, parainfluenza virus, and respira-
tory syncytial virus (RSV) infections for which rapid conven-

tional techniques are available: influenza virus and RSV can be
detected in the clinical specimens by immunofluorescence and
parainfluenza virus and adenovirus can be detected by immu-
nofluorescence after incubation for 48 h in shell vial cultures
(147). In these cases, nucleic acid amplification techniques
have no added value in terms of sensitivity or rapidity. In one
study (27), comparing PCR with conventional techniques for
the detection of influenza virus, the authors concluded that
there are no arguments for the introduction of PCR for the
diagnosis of influenza virus infection. In a study by Paton et al.
(146), PCR for RSV had a sensitivity of 94.6% and a specificity
of 97%; the molecular technique detected 1% of cases undi-
agnosed by culture and EIA. Clearly, PCR does not represent
significant improvement over existing methods for the detec-
tion of these viruses.
Rhinoviruses and coronaviruses grow poorly in cell culture.

In addition, rapid immunofluorescence and/or culture tech-
niques are not available for the direct detection of these viruses
in clinical specimens (7, 69). Typically, rhinoviruses are iso-
lated in roller cultures, sometimes after several blind passages,
followed by acid lability testing. More than 100 serotypes are
known. PCR is much more sensitive than is culture (136):
Ireland et al. (89) and Johnston et al. (91) detected five and
three times as many rhinoviruses by PCR, respectively, com-
pared with the best available cell culture techniques. In an-
other study (59), significantly more multiple-virus infections by
RSV, parainfluenza viruses, and rhinoviruses were detected by
RT-PCR than by culture. However, some technical details
must still be worked out. To detect the large number of rhi-
novirus serotypes, regions within the conserved noncoding 59
untranslated region of the genome are amplified (54), leading
to cross-reactions with many enteroviruses. Several methods
have been used to detect rhinoviruses specifically: a nested
procedure, the use of primers spanning a region between the 59
untranslated region and the VP2/VP4 region, hybridization
with specific probes (69), and differentiation on the basis of the
size of the amplicons (89, 141, 196) or sequencing (131). Nev-
ertheless, Johnston et al. (91) could identify only 8 of 30 pos-
itive samples as rhinoviruses on the basis of either acid lability
or the length of the amplicon, with 73% remaining “unclassi-
fied picornaviruses.” Another problem emerging from studies
on human rhinoviruses by PCR is whether healthy carriers
exist: 12 and 4% of samples from asymptomatic children and
adults, respectively, were positive for picornavirus by PCR
(91).
Clearly, there is still more to learn about the epidemiology of

rhinoviruses, particularly in children, infants, and the elderly.
Molecular diagnostic techniques offer the necessary tools.
A PCR based on the genomic sequences of the two known

human coronavirus strains, 229E and OC43, is available (133),
and it is highly likely that more, as yet uncultivated, human
coronaviruses remain to be detected. No extensive studies to
define better the role of coronaviruses in respiratory infections
have been undertaken.
Hantavirus pulmonary syndrome, a rodent-borne infection,

appeared in 1993 and 1994 in the New Mexico-Arizona-Colo-
rado area. It is characterized by fever, myalgias, headache, and
cough, followed rapidly by respiratory failure. Antibodies
against heterologous hantavirus antigens were initially used to
identify the causative agent, and then the hantavirus genome
was detected by PCR in autopsy specimens (135). Specific
genetic recombinant-derived proteins were prepared from vi-
ral genomic sequences amplified from tissues obtained from
patients who died of confirmed hantavirus illness (108). Since
the virus has not yet been cultured, PCR with specific primers
and serology are the only diagnostic possibilities.

TABLE 1. Diagnostic methods for respiratory viruses

Etiologic agent Rapid conventional
methods available

PCR

Relevant Reference(s)

Adenoviruses 1 No
Influenza viruses 1 No 27
Parainfluenza viruses 1 No
RSV 1 No 146
Herpes simplex virus 1 No
Rhinoviruses 2 Yes 7, 69, 89, 91
Coronaviruses 2 Yes 133
Enteroviruses 2 Yes 91
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Rapid diagnostic techniques for respiratory pathogens are
not only important for clinical-epidemiological reasons but are
also useful so that treatment can be appropriately initiated
within the first 24 h or halted when the symptoms are found to
be caused by another microbial agent.

Bacteria

Bordetella pertussis. Despite the routine immunization of
children, pertussis continues to be an important disease in
infants and young children. During the last 2 years, there has
been a resurgence of pertussis in the United States (24), Italy,
the Russian Federation, and Sweden (165). In 1994, approxi-
mately 3,500 to 4,000 cases were reported to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention in the United States (24).
These figures probably underestimate the true incidence of
pertussis because of the difficulty in confirming the diagnosis
(70, 182). The major reservoir for pertussis now appears to be
previously vaccinated adolescents and adults with atypical and
often unrecognized symptoms of pertussis. Making the clinical
diagnosis of pertussis in this reservoir is more challenging
because many of these patients do not have the classic cough-
ing paroxysms or “whoops.”
The conventional laboratory diagnosis of pertussis has relied

on culture, direct immunofluorescence, and serologic testing.
Each of these methods has problems with either sensitivity or
specificity (47, 70, 182). Diagnosis by culture is specific but not
very sensitive since most individuals are culture negative at the
time when clinical symptoms are apparent. Direct immunoflu-
orescence is prone to a large number of false-positive results,
and when used on a single specimen, serologic testing is often
nonspecific. Follow-up confirmation with a second specimen
would result in a 3- to 4-week delay in the diagnosis. These
problems have led to an inability to confirm the diagnosis in
many patients, and therefore nucleic acid amplification tech-
niques, in practice PCR, have been used (8, 40, 47, 68, 72, 73,
169, 170, 199). The presence of a repetitive gene element in B.
pertussis increases the sensitivity of the PCR. The reaction
allows also a clear-cut distinction between the pathogenic B.
pertussis and the usually nonpathogenic B. parapertussis (199).
An unexpected origin of false-positive PCR results for B.

pertussis was described by Taranger et al. (187). Pharyngeal
samples were obtained in a room that was grossly contami-
nated with pertussis DNA because killed, whole-cell pertussis
vaccine was administered in the same room.
In a recent report (123), several aspects of PCR-based de-

tection of B. pertussis were discussed. The main conclusions,
which we can support, were that (i) there are no comparative
studies between the different PCR procedures; (ii) although
the PCR procedures used in different laboratories can detect
80 to 100% of the culture-positive samples, the percentage of
PCR-positive samples that were culture negative differed by 13
to 88%; (iii) there is need for rigorous control of false-positive
and false-negative results; (iv) questionable results must be
confirmed by a second method; and (v) PCR-positive results
are acceptable only for individuals with classical symptoms of
pertussis. The clinical and epidemiological significance of a
PCR-positive result in someone with mild or no symptoms
should be interpreted with caution, and, if possible, other
markers, such as serologic tests or epidemiologic data should
be used in addition. Finally, it is too early to recommend a
standard PCR technique for the detection of B. pertussis in
clinical specimens, because no comparative studies have been
done.
Legionella species. Legionellae are ubiquitously distributed

in natural and man-made water systems (49, 206). Respiratory

infections caused by Legionella spp. often occur in immunode-
ficient persons. Cultures of bronchoalveolar lavage specimens
take a minimum of 48 to 72 h to grow, and plates should be
incubated for 7 days. Jaulhac et al. (90) applied PCR retro-
spectively to frozen bronchoalveolar lavage specimens. They
confirmed all culture-positive specimens and found additional
specimens positive by PCR from patients whose clinical fea-
tures were in accordance with legionellosis. Kessler et al. (98),
in a prospective study combining a rapid DNA extraction pro-
cedure with a commercial kit for the amplification and detec-
tion of legionellae in environmental samples, detected the or-
ganisms in all specimens later confirmed by culture. In another
study (125), legionellae were detected by PCR but not by
conventional culture.
In an effort to detect Legionella infections by the examina-

tion of specimens obtained by less invasive procedures, Mai-
wald et al. (120) examined urine specimens from experimen-
tally infected guinea pigs and patients by an EIA and by PCR.
PCR was more sensitive than EIA in detecting legionellae, and
two urine samples were intermittently positive, indicating that
DNA is not continuously excreted. The advantage of PCR over
EIA is that PCR is a genus-specific reaction whereas antigen
detection must be performed with a variety of serogroup re-
agents to cover the spectrum of possible causative species. The
authors concluded that a more detailed prospective study of
hospitalized patients with pneumonia is warranted. Their re-
sults also illustrate the recurring problem of contamination
associated with amplification techniques, since 3 of 30 control
samples from patients with urinary tract infections were posi-
tive, possibly as a result of contamination by hospital water.
The need for nucleic acid amplification techniques for Le-

gionella infections can be questioned in view of their relatively
easy isolation from respiratory specimens within a moderate
time span and the ability to prevent nosocomial legionellosis by
control of legionellae in the hospital plumbing system (114).
PCR may be more suitable for the detection of legionellae in
environmental specimens to avoid overgrowth by contaminat-
ing organisms (119).
Coxiella burnetii. C. burnetii is a fastidious intracellular bac-

terium. Different strains show heterogeneity in their growth
conditions, with some being very difficult to culture in vitro.
The isolation of C. burnetii was greatly improved and facili-
tated by application of the shell vial assay technique (159),
which produced results within 6 days. A PCR for C. burnetii
(181) has been shown to be very sensitive and specific and is
able to produce results within 6 h. It can be applied to inocu-
lated shell vials or directly to clinical specimens. For the time
being, this procedure will remain restricted to reference labo-
ratories in countries or areas where the disease does occur, as
illustrated recently by To et al. (194).
Chlamydia species. Three Chlamydia species are responsible

for human respiratory infections: C. psittaci and C. pneumoniae
in adults and older children, and C. trachomatis in newborns,
who are infected during delivery.
The last organism has been implicated, by serology (2), in 3

to 18% of all cases of infant pneumonitis. Although nucleic
acid amplification techniques for the detection of C. tracho-
matis in genitourinary specimens have been intensively studied,
there are no such studies on respiratory specimens. It could
well be that the techniques used for genitourinary specimens
cannot be applied unchanged to respiratory specimens, partic-
ularly the specimen preparation procedure (41).
C. psittaci may be an important human pathogen in some

areas and may be underdiagnosed on the basis of serologic
testing alone. Since respiratory infections by C. trachomatis
and C. psittaci occur sporadically, there has been less need or
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opportunity for the application of amplification techniques for
these infections. Several research groups have developed a
two-step procedure for the successive detection of organisms
belonging to this genus and their subsequent identification to
the species level, by the amplification of a common genus-
specific DNA sequence followed by digestion with restriction
enzymes (80, 160, 210) or by a nested PCR (195). None of
these procedures has been applied on a significant scale.
The role of C. pneumoniae in disease was discovered rela-

tively recently, but the insensitivity of cell culture techniques
has hampered extensive clinical and epidemiological investiga-
tions. In addition, serologic tests are labor-intensive, since they
rely on microimmunofluorescence tests for detection of both
immunoglobulin M (IgM) and IgG. Serologic investigations
seem to indicate that the culture technique fails to detect many
infections. However, taking into account the shortcomings of
serologic testing, in terms of specificity and sensitivity (58), it
can be surmised that the techniques available fail to diagnose
C. pneumoniae infections to an unknown extent, although the
organism does not seem to be a common cause of respiratory
infection in children (65). Therefore, several PCR primer sets
have been developed to detect either outer membrane or 16S
rRNA coding genes (10, 19, 55, 58, 66, 143, 157, 160).
One of the difficulties in evaluating nucleic acid amplifica-

tion tests for the diagnosis of C. pneumoniae infections is the
choice of the reference or “gold standard.” Because culture is
relatively insensitive, many studies refer to serologic results,
considering the presence of IgM, a fourfold increase in anti-
body titers during and after the acute disease episode, or an
IgG titer of at least 512 to be significant. The presence of
clinical symptoms cannot be taken into account, since asymp-
tomatic infections by C. pneumoniae have been documented by
culture and PCR (84).
In addition to this problem of the appropriate reference

method to use for the detection of C. pneumoniae, inhibitors of
PCR are common components of the specimens. Some solu-
tions have been proposed, including the use of samples such as
gargled water, throat swabs, or nasopharyngeal swabs instead
of nasopharyngeal aspirates or sputum (157, 195), alternative
sample treatment methods (62, 117), and introduction of a
nested PCR (11).
In all studies in which they were compared, PCR detected 10

to 20% more cases than culture, but in turn serologic deter-
mination detected 10 to 20% more cases than PCR. In one
study (58), when compared with the combination of a positive
culture and direct immunofluorescence test, the PCR had a
sensitivity of 76.5% and a specificity of 99%; when compared
with the combination of a positive PCR and direct immuno-
fluorescence test, the sensitivity of culture was 87.5%. In the
same study, only 8 acute-phase serum specimens (23%) of the
35 C. pneumoniae culture- or PCR-positive patients had a
diagnostic antibody titer, as did 18.8% of those from 80 asymp-
tomatic persons. Thom et al. (192) diagnosed 21 cases by
serologic testing among 743 middle-aged and older patients; 15
of the patients were positive by PCR. Gaydos et al. (56) studied
132 C. pneumoniae culture-negative BAL specimens from 108
immunocompromised patients. A total of 20 C. pneumoniae
infections were diagnosed: 8 by PCR, 4 by PCR and serologic
testing, and 8 by serologic testing alone. In this study, PCR and
serologic testing had a sensitivity and specificity of 33.3 and
91%, respectively, and both detected 60% of the cases. Thus, it
seems that both conventional culture and PCR diagnose only a
fraction of the total number of cases and that the diagnosis of
individual infections by serology is by no means straightfor-
ward, due to the occurrence of many false-negative and false-
positive results.

Many aspects of the diagnosis of C. pneumoniae infections
by amplification techniques remain to be explored. There is
need for an internal control; for comparisons of different types
of samples, sample preparation methods, and primers; and for
several amplification techniques to be performed on the same
specimens.
Mycoplasma pneumoniae. M. pneumoniae grows slowly in

vitro, requiring 2 to 4 weeks for colonies to appear. Therefore,
research laboratories have identified several genomic se-
quences suitable for amplification, including the P1 gene (87),
the 16S rRNA gene (201), and a species-specific protein gene
(116). In clinical studies, the sensitivity and specificity of am-
plifications based on these sequences were 90 to 94% and 97 to
100%, respectively (34, 57, 86, 94, 112, 116, 122, 176, 178, 193,
201). PCR also detectedM. pneumoniae in specimens from 1 to
3% of healthy subjects (116, 193) or convalescent patients,
raising the possibility of a carrier state or persistence of the
organism in the respiratory tree. In a recent study (86), 371
nasopharyngeal aspirates from children with acute respiratory
infections were examined for viruses by rapid conventional
techniques and for the presence of M. pneumoniae by culture
and several different PCR protocols in two laboratories. Each
laboratory applied one sample preparation method: freezing-
boiling or isothiocyanate treatment, followed by phenol-chlo-
roform extraction. Prepared samples were exchanged between
laboratories. In both laboratories, identical primers were used
in the PCR directed against the P1 gene, while one laboratory
also used primers against the 16S rRNA gene. A specific in-
ternal control for the P1 amplification was included (198).
Samples were defined as positive if (i) culture was positive for
M. pneumoniae, (ii) culture and PCR for the P1 and/or the 16S
rRNA genes were positive, or (iii) PCR was positive for both
the P1 and 16S genes after a particular extraction procedure.
Samples positive by PCR for only one of the primer pairs were
considered as contaminants. Compared with PCR, culture had
a sensitivity of 61%. For the PCR, depending on the prepara-
tion method used, sensitivity with the P1 primers was 76.9 to
92.3% on inspection of the electrophoresis gel and 92.3% after
hybridization. The specificity was 100%. Depending on the
sample preparation method, amplification of the 16S rRNA
gene had a sensitivity of 53.8 to 84.6% on visual inspection of
the electrophoresis gel and 69.2 to 92.3% after hybridization.
The specificity was 100%. It was concluded that, provided a
specific positive internal control is used, sample preparation by
freezing-boiling combined with PCR for the P1 gene and am-
plicon detection by visual inspection of the electrophoresis gel
could be recommended for clinical use, although the best re-
sults were obtained by hybridization with a labeled probe.
False-positive results occurred in 0.2% of the reactions. It
remains to be seen whether the finding of Resnikov et al. (163)
that throat swabs contain significantly fewer PCR inhibitors
than do nasopharyngeal aspirates is confirmed and that the
effect does not simply result from dilution.
In the same study by Ieven et al. (86), M. pneumoniae was

found in 3.5% of the samples but significantly more often
(6.9%) in those from children older than 2 years of age. M.
pneumoniae was the third most common etiologic agent of
acute respiratory infections in children, after RSV and influ-
enza virus. In lower respiratory infections, such as broncho-
pneumonia and pneumonia, M. pneumoniae was found as fre-
quently as RSV. PCR is unquestionably an important step
forward for the diagnosis of M. pneumoniae infections.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Amplification techniques for the

diagnosis of tuberculosis have attracted considerable interest,
particularly with the hope of shortening the time required to
detect and identify M. tuberculosis in respiratory specimens
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such as sputum or BAL samples. It is in this field of clinical
microbiology that most amplification procedures, developed
both in-house and in commercialized formats, have been eval-
uated.
(i) Technical aspects. Many different DNA amplification

targets have been proposed, such as genes encoding the 32-
kDa (179), the 38-kDa (129, 219), and the 65-kDa (145, 152)
antigens and the dnaJ (183, 184), groEl, and mtb-4 genes (104,
220). Some of these are genus or group specific, with species
identification requiring subsequent restriction enzyme treat-
ment or hybridization. The target most frequently amplified is
the IS986 or IS6110 repetitive element (43, 77), which is
present at 10 to 16 copies in most M. tuberculosis complex
isolates, thereby increasing the sensitivity of the amplification
reaction. In comparative studies, tests with the IS6110 primers
were generally more sensitive and more specific than those
with IS986 (37, 76, 208). Recently, however, M. tuberculosis
isolates without this insertion element have been discovered in
Southeast Asia (33, 202, 219).
Numerous techniques for sample preparation have been

proposed, including boiling; freezing-boiling; shaking with
glass beads (100); sonication (17); chloroform (213), protein-
ase K or “chelex” (36) treatments and combinations of these
treatments; resin treatment (4); and more complex nucleic acid
extraction methods (14). The commercial kits furnish their
own sample treatment reagent.
Some PCRs are performed with dUTP instead of dTTP,

allowing decontamination with uracil-N9-glycosylase (217).
Both single and nested PCR formats (129, 152, 176, 213) have
been applied, sometimes with the explicit purpose of overcom-
ing PCR inhibitors.
Internal controls have been used (6, 38, 44, 105, 137, 139).

However, they were only occasionally added to the specimens
before the DNA extraction procedure, as was done by Kolk et
al. (105). By being present during the entire procedure, an
internal control not only detects inhibitors but also monitors
the efficacy of the sample preparation method. Inhibitors have
been detected in 3.7 to 16% of clinical samples (28, 51, 139).
Curiously, Nolte et al. (137) detected inhibitors in 17% of the
samples with b-globin primers but only in 10% with a specific
internal control.
(ii) Results on sputum specimens with in-house PCR tests.

Table 2 presents the results of nine studies in which IS6110 was
used as the amplification target. Some of these studies were
done on a series of specimens with a high prevalence of posi-
tive samples. It should be remembered that for a constant rate
of false-positive tests, the positive predictive value of a test

decreases drastically when the prevalence of infection is low, as
is the case in industrialized countries. In a population with a
prevalence of ,5% (in most Western European countries
[139], the prevalence of positive samples is 3 to 4%), false-
positive rates of 1 to 5% can lead to overdiagnosis of 50% or
more of cases.
In general, the authors of the studies present their results

first as “crude results”, i.e., as produced by the test and there-
after as “revised results,” i.e., after considering the discrepan-
cies between the test results and the corresponding clinical
information. Some authors include culture-negative, clinically
diagnosed cases of tuberculosis among the “true-positives,”
sometimes even based on favorable response to anti-tubercu-
losis treatment, and thereby increase the specificity and posi-
tive predictive value of the test. None of them formulated a
standard definition of a positive case except for Noordhoek et
al. (139), who used the following definition of a true-positive
specimen: (i) M. tuberculosis was cultured; or (ii) direct mi-
croscopy and PCR were positive but culture was negative; or
(iii) direct microscopy and culture were negative but PCR was
positive and other material from the patient was positive on
culture or had been positive in the past.
None of the published studies observed a statistically signif-

icant difference between culture and the amplification tech-
nique (99). However, sensitivity and specificity are calculated
as a function of the culture technique, since this is the refer-
ence method used in the absence of a better definition of a
positive case of tuberculosis. In the studies, specificities vary
between 85 and 100% but sensitivities are usually lower, be-
tween 74 and 97%. In one study on over 5,000 specimens (28)
with a 4.4% prevalence of positive results, sensitivity, specific-
ity, and positive predictive values were 84, 99, and 94%, re-
spectively. By applying two primer systems in a multiplex PCR,
Beige et al. (9) attained a sensitivity of 98% but a specificity of
only 70%.
However, the main criticism of the use of PCR for the

diagnosis of tuberculosis is a result of the separate analyses of
the sensitivities of smear-positive and smear-negative, culture-
positive specimens in different studies (Table 3). The test sen-
sitivity in smear-positive cases is 88 to 100% but drops to
between 50 and 92% in smear-negative cases.
One of the reasons for the lack of sensitivity may be the

sample preparation method. Except for one study (139), all the
procedures were applied to homogenized and decontaminated
specimens as used for culture. Although this may seem appro-
priate when amplification techniques are compared with cul-
ture, it is not logical and may not even be optimal. In all studies

TABLE 2. Evaluation of PCR for M. tuberculosis in different studies

Study (reference) No. of specimens Prevalence (%)a
Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) PPV (%)b

Cc Rc C R C R

Abe et al. (1) 135 28 81.3 84.2 94.2 100 81.3 84
Beige et al. (9) 103 47 98 70 75
Clarridge et al. (28) .5,000 4.4 83.6 86.1 98.7 100 94.2 98.4
Forbes and Hicks (51) 734 11 85.2 97.7 83.3
Kocagöz et al. (104) 78 49 87 96 97
Miller et al. (126) 750 21 78.2 92.3 100
Miyazaki et al. (129) 323 13 97 92 100 82 100
Nolte et al. (137) 313 40 91 100 100
Shawar et al. (175) 384 18 74 80 95 97 77 86
Yuen et al. (218) 519 8 96 85 100

a Prevalence of positive specimens based on culture results.
b PPV, positive predictive value.
c C, crude results; R, revised results after discrepancy analysis.
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of diagnostic amplification techniques for microorganisms
other than M. tuberculosis, samples are divided before being
allocated to the reference and amplification techniques and are
thereafter prepared separately as required for each. If this
were done for tuberculosis, half of the original specimen would
be lysed and the nucleic acid target would be solubilized, con-
centrated, and introduced into the amplification reaction, thus
possibly maximizing the sensitivity. In the case of paucibacil-
lary specimens, there is a delicate balance between amplifica-
tion procedures and culture. Compared with the amplification
procedures, a significantly greater volume of specimen is in-
troduced into the culture media, thus favoring the latter. How-
ever, the decontamination procedures kill 70 to 90% of the
viable bacilli in the inoculum (107, 217), favoring the alterna-
tive approach. This aspect of sample preparation has been
studied by Goessens et al. for the detection of C. trachomatis in
genital specimens (63) and merits investigation for tuberculo-
sis.
Only Noordhoek et al. (139) divided the specimens into two

portions, one for conventional detection methods and one for
PCR, directed at the IS6110 element. Unfortunately, their
analysis was done with a mixture of respiratory and nonrespi-
ratory specimens, including pleural fluid, urine, and biopsy
specimens. The sensitivity and specificity were 92.1 and 99.8%,
respectively. PCR was negative for nine smear- and culture-
positive samples. The corresponding isolates were tested and
did contain the IS6110 fragment. The authors ascribe these
failures to an unequal distribution of a small number of my-
cobacteria present in the samples, since in each of these cases,
only one or two of the three Loewenstein-Jensen culture tubes
that were inoculated in parallel were positive. In this study,
amplification of DNA extracted from half of the sputum spec-
imen was not superior to culture of the other half.

In this connection, the sequence capture procedure recently
described by Magiapan et al. (118) for pleural fluid specimens
could be a significant advance. In this procedure, biotinylated
oligonucleotides hybridize with mycobacterial DNA in the
specimen and are subsequently bound to avidin-coated beads,
which are introduced into the PCR mixture. Of 17 samples 13,
including 3 of 3 culture-positive samples and 10 of 14 culture-
negative samples, gave positive PCR results. Results of the
application of this procedure to sputum specimens are eagerly
awaited. The use of more appropriate primers could also en-
hance the sensitivity of the reaction, since even for a particular
DNA sequence, different primers may result in different test
sensitivities (74, 220).
Efforts to increase the sensitivity by performing a PCR on 25

ml instead of 5 ml of specimen were hampered by an unaccept-
able increase in the level of inhibitors (6). In contrast, by
increasing the sample volume in the commercially available
TMA (GenProbe MTDT) from 50 to 500 ml, one group (13)
increased the sensitivity from 71.4% (obtained in a previous
study [12]) to 83.3% without a loss of specificity (13).
The effectiveness of PCR for tuberculosis is related to the

experience and accuracy of the personnel conducting the assay.
This was illustrated by an external quality control study of
seven laboratories which were tested with sputum samples
spiked or not spiked with M. tuberculosis BCG (138). Each
laboratory used its own protocol for specimen treatment and
amplicon detection, but in each case the amplification target
was IS6110. In general, false-positive rates varied between 0
and 20%, but the rate in one laboratory reached 77%; sensi-
tivities varied between 2 and 90%. A second external quality
control study of 30 laboratories, organized more recently by
the same authors (140), showed no improvement: 56% of par-
ticipants produced false-positive results in 5 to .50% of the
samples.
(iii) Results on sputum specimens with commercially avail-

able amplification tests. The commercially available PCR
(Amplicor; Roche) and TMA (Mycobacterium Tuberculosis
Direct Test [MTDT]; GenProbe) test give results comparable
to those obtained with in-house PCR tests (Tables 4 and 5).
Sensitivities vary between 70 and 100%. The results of the
MTDT for smear-positive and smear-negative specimens, re-
spectively (Table 6), are comparable to those obtained by
PCR.
Schirm et al. (168) compared an in-house PCR and the

commercial PCR (Amplicor) on 504 specimens. The sensitivity
of the in-house test, 92.6%, was superior to that of the Am-
plicor system, 70.4%, although the specificity was identical for
both. More samples were inhibitory in the commercial test

TABLE 3. Results of PCR for M. tuberculosis for smear-positive
and smear-negative specimens

Study (reference)

PCR sensitivity (%) in different studies

Overall Smear and
culture positive

Smear negative,
culture positive

Abe et al. (1) 84 96 50
Clarridge et al. (28) 86 94 62
Forbes and Hicks (51) 85 88 71
Miller et al. (126) 92 98 78
Nolte et al. (137) 91 95 57
Shawar et al. (175) 74 90 53
Yuen et al. (218) 96 100 92

TABLE 4. Evaluation of the commercially available PCR (Amplicor) for M. tuberculosis

Study (reference) No. of
specimens

Prevalence
(%)a

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) PPV (%)b

Cc Rc C R C R

Carpentier et al. (20) 2,073 9 86 98 94.5
D’Amato et al. (31) 985 66.7 99.7 91.7
Gleason et al. (61) 532 95 96
Ichiyama et al. (85) 422 29 97.8 96 98.7
Moore and Curry (130) 1,009 16 83 87 97 100
Schirm et al. (168) 504 6 70.4 98
Vuorinen et al. (205) 256 84.6 82.8 99.1 100 100
Wobeser et al. (214) 1,480 9.5 79 99 93

a Prevalence of positive specimens based on culture results.
b PPV, positive predictive value.
c C, crude results; R, revised results after discrepancy analysis.
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than in the in-house version. Both Ichiyama et al. (85) and
Vuorinen et al. (205) compared the MTDT with the Amplicor
PCR on the same specimens. In the Ichiyama study, the sen-
sitivity and specificity of the MTDT were somewhat better than
those obtained with Amplicor, but in the Vuorinen study, the
results with the two test kits were similar (Tables 4 and 5).
The QbRA has been applied on a limited scale only (5, 174).

The test is performed on a large volume of sputum, but the
purification of the hybridized probe from the reaction mix is
labor-intensive. PCR inhibitors do not interfere with the
QbRA, but the procedure is very prone to amplicon contam-
ination. In a study by Shah et al. on 261 sputum samples (174),
the results were not superior to those of other amplification
reactions: the sensitivity and specificity were 97.1 and 96.5%,
respectively, and after revision were 97.3 and 97.8%, respec-
tively.
Application of LCR (88) and NASBA (209) to tuberculosis

has as yet been insufficiently evaluated.
(iv) Specimens other than sputum. PCR does not solve the

problem of the bacteriological diagnosis of tuberculosis in chil-
dren, who do not produce sputum. Pierre et al. (153) per-
formed a PCR on 58 gastric aspirates, for which the classical
procedures are known to have a low sensitivity. When DNA
amplification was applied to two gastric aspirates from the
same patient and amplified in duplicate, 25% of the specimens
produced at least one positive result; when three different

specimens from the same subject were examined twice, the
positivity increased to 60% (in 9 of 15 children).
The diagnosis of tuberculosis by detection of M. tuberculosis

in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, even by a molecular
amplification technique, is still impractical (164), although
there has been one promising study (171). The technique is
more sensitive, although not optimal, in human immunodefi-
ciency virus-infected patients, particularly in the presence of
disseminated disease (50).
Since the lack of sensitivity is the main shortcoming of the

amplification techniques and the specificity is more satisfac-
tory, the tests can be useful for organism identification. When
culture in a liquid medium is combined with automated growth
detection and an amplification method, the time for the diag-
nosis of M. tuberculosis can be shortened to a mean of 14 days
(52). PCR and MTDT assays on clinical specimens may also be
useful when there is a need for rapid differentiation between
M. tuberculosis and nontuberculous mycobacterial infections,
such as in AIDS patients in industrialized countries (172).
(v) Critique of published studies. The published studies

illustrate some shortcomings in design as well as in analysis.
There should be no mixtures of respiratory and other speci-
mens, and specimens from patients being treated should not be
included. Mycobacterial DNA can be detected for a long time
after the start of treatment and in the absence of positive
cultures in human (75) and experimental (39) models of tu-
berculosis. Specimens should be divided, and each portion
should be prepared independently for culture and amplifica-
tion. Some patients may produce sputum with unequally dis-
tributed bacilli and/or may not excrete them continuously, and
the decontamination procedures may kill variable proportions
of the organisms; therefore, three specimens per patient, col-
lected at different times or days, should be examined by each
method. A definition of positivity, based on microbiological
rather than clinical evidence, should be established. Culture-
negative, amplification-positive specimens should be retested
by an amplification reaction targeted at an alternative nucleic
acid fragment to reveal false-positive results, as done by Her-
rera and Segovia (78). The sensitivity of the amplification
method should be calculated for both the number of positive
specimens and the number of positive patients.
(vi) Conclusions concerning amplification techniques for

diagnostic purposes. At present, the conclusions published by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in 1993 (23)
are still valid: a particular technique cannot be replaced by a

TABLE 5. Evaluation of MTDT for the detection of M. tuberculosis

Study (reference) No. of
specimens

Prevalence
(%)a

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) PPV (%)b

Cc Rc C R C R

Abe et al. (1) 135 28 90.6 91.9 95.1 100 85.3 100
Bodmer et al. (12) 617 3 71.4 99 71.4
Ichiyama et al. (85) 422 29 100 90.1 99.3
Jonas et al. (92) 758 16 79.8 82.4 96.7 99.4 82 93.8
Miller et al. (126) 750 19 83.9 91 95.3 98.5 82 97
Pfyffer et al. (154) 938 8 92.9 93.9 96.2 97.6 68.4 94
Portaels et al. (156) 497d 4 86 96 50 80.7

418e 71 97 69 89
Vlaspolder et al. (203) 412 14 96.7 98.4 97.7 98.9 88.1 93.8
Vuorinen et al. (205) 256 13 84.6 86.2 98.7 100 100

a Prevalence of positive specimens based on culture results.
b PPV, positive predictive value.
c C, crude results; R, revised results after discrepancy analysis.
d Belgian population.
e African population.

TABLE 6. Results of MTDT for the detection of M. tuberculosis in
smear positive and smear negative specimens

Study (reference)

MTDT sensitivity (%) in different studies

Overall Smear and
culture positive

Smear negative,
culture positive

Abe et al. (1) 92 100 70
Bodmer et al. (12) 71 100 14a

Jonas et al. (92) 82 100 54b

Miller et al. (126) 91 94 63
Pfyffer et al. (154) 95 100 80b

Portaels et al. (156) 86c 89 85
97d 97 100

a 86% of these were positive only in liquid medium.
b #100 CFU/ml in culture.
c Belgian population.
d African population.
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different one if the latter is not at least equivalent to the former
and at most has the same cost. At present, amplification meth-
ods for M. tuberculosis cannot replace the conventional diag-
nostic techniques, especially since strains should still be cul-
tured for susceptibility testing. The decision of the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration is equally justified: use of the rapid
MTDT should be restricted to smear-positive samples from
untreated patients with tuberculosis and used only in conjunc-
tion with traditional sputum examination. It should not be used
for smear-negative sputum samples or for other specimens
such as pleural or cerebrospinal fluid (53).
(vii) Amplification techniques for M. tuberculosis drug sus-

ceptibility tests. Because the molecular basis of rifampin re-
sistance is known (97, 189, 190, 212), up to 97% of the ri-
fampin-resistant strains can now also be identified by PCR (35,
48, 83, 211). There is one important limitation to this test: it
does not measure the proportion of rifampin-resistant mutants
among the isolated strain. Only when the proportion is higher
than 1% is the corresponding disease resistant to rifampin
therapy. Only further studies will determine how frequently
isolates with a low proportion of rifampin-resistant mutants are
detected by this technique. Since rifampin resistance develops
mostly in isolates that are already isoniazid resistant, the rec-
ognition of rifampin resistance lends a high suspicion of mul-
tidrug resistance.
Cultures remain necessary to identify rifampin-resistant

strains not detected by the PCR, to test for susceptibility to
other drugs, and to allow other investigations such as restric-
tion fragment length polymorphism for epidemiologic pur-
poses.

Fungi

Fungal respiratory infections may be due to dimorphic fungi
such as Histoplasma spp., Blastomyces spp., or Coccidioides
immitis, and they occur sporadically in defined geographic ar-
eas. We are not aware of any effort to diagnose these infections
by molecular diagnostic techniques.
A second group of fungal respiratory infections are caused

by ubiquitous saprophytic fungi, occur 10 times more fre-
quently in immunocompromised individuals (204) than in non-
immunocompromised persons, and are common among pa-
tients in intensive care units. Candida albicans and Aspergillus
spp. are the most frequent etiologic agents (204), and mixed
infections with bacteria and cytomegalovirus occur in a signif-
icant proportion of cases. To shorten the time required for
diagnosis, amplification reactions have been developed. Am-
plification targets have been genes coding for specific proteins
(30, 95, 161, 186), 18S rDNA (15, 81, 82, 121, 124, 144), the 26S
intergenic spacer region (180), or mitochondrial DNA (127).
The last two represent repeated sequences, and thus their use
increases the test sensitivity. In their work, Bretagne et al. (15)
constructed an internal control. In some studies, primers were
directed at a limited number (161) or a wide range of species;
in the latter case, this was followed by treatment with restric-
tion enzymes to obtain group identifications (82, 121, 173).
Molecular diagnostic techniques have been applied on BAL

specimens and protected brush specimens to shorten the time
for diagnosis, and on blood (26, 81, 128, 155) and/or urine
(161) specimens in an effort to obtain a diagnosis through less
invasive procedures. Only a few preliminary tests on detecting
Aspergillus spp. in urine specimens have been performed (161).
C. albicans was detected in seeded blood specimens (18, 81,
128), in blood samples from experimentally infected animals
(95, 200), and in human blood in one study (95). The sensitivity
of the PCR for C. albicans was disappointing: 79% (95), 73%

(26), and 46% (158). Two possible reasons for this lack of
sensitivity have been mentioned: the difficulty in releasing
DNA from C. albicans cells, a critical need when they are
present in small numbers (162); and the small volume of the
specimen used in the amplification reaction (158). PCR has
been used more frequently for classification and identification
of Candida spp. than for their detection (93).
Spreadbury et al. (180) obtained a low sensitivity (80%) and

specificity (72%) for the detection of Aspergillus fumigatus in
clinical specimens, while Bretagne et al. (15), investigating a
series of 55 specimens, obtained 25% false-positive results, i.e.,
detection of amplicons specific for Aspergillus spp. in immuno-
compromised patients who did not develop aspergillosis during
follow-up. The authors point out numerous possibilities for
contamination by environmental fungi during the preparation
and storage of the reagents and the collection, transport, and
manipulation of the specimens. Furthermore, the unsolved
problem in the investigation of respiratory specimens for yeasts
and molds is to distinguish between colonization and infection
(15, 124, 134, 186). This differentiation might be possible in the
future if genes related to virulence or invasiveness could be
identified. At present, molecular diagnostic techniques do not
improve the diagnosis of fungal infection by classical proce-
dures.

Pneumocystis carinii

Several studies have confirmed the greater sensitivity of
PCR over immunofluorescence for the detection of Pneumo-
cystis carinii (22, 42, 46, 101, 111, 142, 185). Although the
specificity of the assays is usually high, in one study P. carinii
was detected in the absence of clinical symptoms (46). This
could mean that colonization by P. carinii may occur, if con-
tamination of samples in this study can be excluded. The con-
clusion of Tamburini et al. (185) that P. carinii should be
sought in BAL specimens by the classical immunofluorescence
microscopic technique and that amplification methods should
be used only in exceptional cases, when the classical method
remains negative, seems reasonable. In the presence of a high
clinical suspicion of disease, PCR may have some utility, since
claims have been made concerning the detection of P. carinii in
sputum and two-thirds of blood specimens from patients with
a generalized infection (113).

CONCLUSION

The statement that molecular diagnostic techniques, partic-
ularly PCR, are able to detect and amplify specifically a single
molecule in solution in an olympic-sized swimming pool is nice
but also illustrates one of the main difficulties of the procedure:
how to introduce the contents of the swimming pool, or the
one molecule it contains, into a 2-ml amplification vial.
The main problems facing molecular diagnostic techniques

are the false-positive and false-negative results. The former
may be avoided by the use of the correct controls in optimal
working circumstances, i.e., good laboratory practice (177).
Furthermore, any new or unusual findings should be confirmed
by an independent amplification reaction. Laboratories engag-
ing in molecular diagnostic techniques should first attain a
proficiency level that excludes contamination.
Only when this technical level is reached is it possible to

tackle the next problem—the test sensitivity. Much work re-
mains to be done on this aspect. The sensitivity of use of
oropharyngeal swabs and nasopharyngeal aspirates for the re-
covery of pathogens should be compared.
The unknown nature of most inhibitors in clinical specimens
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certainly does not facilitate the development of techniques to
eliminate them. Efforts to increase the sensitivity of a test by
increasing the sample volume in the reaction mixture may
increase the interference by inhibitors in some tests but appar-
ently not in others. The extent to which procedures intended to
concentrate the amplification target also concentrate inhibitors
is unknown, as is the amount of target nucleic acid that is lost
during procedures intended to eliminate inhibitors. The latter
quantity could be determined by the addition of specific posi-
tive internal controls. New applications of amplification reac-
tions should not be introduced without inclusion of specific
positive internal controls. An optimal sample preparation
method should be simple and rapid, and its ability to concen-
trate the target and eliminate inhibitors should not be nullified
by its being too elaborate and time-consuming.
Compared with classical methods, nucleic acid amplification

techniques are definitely more sensitive for the detection of
some respiratory disease agents, particularly rhinoviruses,
coronaviruses, B. pertussis,M. pneumoniae, and C. pneumoniae.
These techniques are indispensable, not only for epidemiolog-
ical studies but, for the last two organisms, also for clinical
diagnostic purposes. However, in view of the results obtained
in studies of other organisms, in which the sensitivity of the
molecular diagnostic techniques is suboptimal, it can be sur-
mised that the results for these agents are impressive only
because the classical methods are particularly insensitive.
The great enthusiasm aroused by molecular diagnostic tech-

niques in the field of tuberculosis detection should be tem-
pered by the knowledge that the expectations concerning their
high sensitivity and specificity have not yet been fulfilled. These
problems must be addressed before amplification techniques
can replace the classical diagnostic techniques. The lack of
sensitivity of PCR for M. tuberculosis could result from the use
of very small sample volumes in the reactions and an irregular
dispersion of the organisms in paucibacillary samples. These
shortcomings suggest the need for improved sample prepara-
tion techniques or the performance of more than one test on
each sample.
The introduction of amplification techniques into the clinical

diagnostic laboratory is also affected by the staff and space
available and, if the decision is made to introduce them,
whether they will be added to or replace existing procedures.
In conclusion, laboratories can apply molecular diagnostic

techniques only if they comply with stringent external quality
control requirements. As far as respiratory disease agents are
concerned, amplification procedures should be limited to those
listed above for which traditional culture methods are very
insensitive and, depending on the geographical location, Cox-
iella burnetii and Chlamydia psittaci. For M. tuberculosis, they
may be useful in some cases when an urgent identification is
required if used in conjunction with culture in liquid medium
and automated growth monitoring and for the rapid detection
of most rifampin-resistant, and hence multiresistant, M. tuber-
culosis isolates.
We think that molecular diagnostic techniques are currently

at a stage analogous to that of the clinical bacteriological
techniques in the 1960s, before they were improved by many
studies and gradually became standardized over the next two
decades.
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